
3A 8th Grade Teacher Notes Disease Prevention 
 
 

Name_______________________________Teacher_______________________Block__________ 
 
SOL 8.1f) Explain the roles of preventive health measures, immunization, and treatment in disease prevention. 
SOL 8.1h) Identify pathogenic, genetic, age, cultural, environmental, and behavioral factors that influence 
the degree of risk of diabetes, heart disease, and stroke. 
SOL 8.2g) Describe personal and family preventive health measures, including immunizations, nutrition, 
physical activity, and sleep, in preventing diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and other chronic diseases. 
SOL 8.3g) Develop a strategy to prevent diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and other chronic diseases and 
conditions. 
 
Heredity (Genetics) (Define)-p455-456 The passing of traits from parents to their children. 
Examples 1.Eye Color       2. Hair Color      3. Body Shape 
 
   

Risks that Affect Disease 
 

Lifestyle Risk      Personal Effects          Family/Innocent People Effects 
   P. 312 - 313      P. 319 - 321 
Smoking      Lung Cancer       Baby born prematurely/ birth defects  
          Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease     2nd hand smoke causes cancer to family members 
                     Cardiovascular Disease  _ ___________     Expensive  – Insurance ______________________ 
   P.285,286-88     P. 290, 293-95 
Alcohol       Mouth/Throat Cancer, Acid Reflux  Expenses - Health Insurance, Alcohol itself 
          Liver Problems – Fatty Liver, Cirrhosis Birth defects -P. 458 Fetal Alcohol Syndrome  
                     Enlarged Heart, Ulcers in Stomach_____    Divorce  /Family Fights  /Drunk Driving Deaths            
          P. 339 Long Term Marijuana    
D.A.T.          Lung Disease (smoking)      Stress (which leads to higher chance of other diseases) 
                     Social Health - Depression, anxiety,   P. 458 Baby born with an addiction 
                     Loss of friends,     Anxiety and Depression 
                     Brain Damage/Processing Information       ______________________ 
   
Sedentary Lifestyle  Heart Disease, Obesity     
& Poor Nutrition      Less Energy, Happiness,   Birth Defects P. 458 
  ___      Weak bones / Muscles/Organs_ High Doctor Bill Costs_______________________ 
   Cancer                                 Loss of a loved one 
Stress   Acid Reflux    Divorce 
(uncontrolled or Depression / Anxiety   Pass stress on to Friends/Family 
controlled)               Heart Disease____________________________________________________________ 
 
Poor Hygiene   Social Isolation   Spread illness to Friends/ Family 
     Communicable Diseases  Loss of friends______________________________ 
 
 

Factors that Increase the Risk of Disease 
 

Cultural Factors 1. Eating Habits & Food Prep   2. Economics   3. Beliefs/Values   
Environmental Factors 1. Fetus in Mother  2.    2nd hand smoke      3. Pollution 
Behavioral Factors 1. Harmful substances (alcohol, drugs) 2. Nutrition     3. Sedentary Lifestyle 
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Communicable Diseases -- Chapter 18 
 

Communicable Disease (Define p478) Disease that can be passed to a person from another 
person, animal, or object. 
Pathogen (Define p478) Disease-causing organisms that are so small they can only be seen 
through a microscope. 
Immunization Vaccines (p486) Vaccine shots contain the same antigens that cause diseases. For example, 
measles vaccine contains measles virus. But the antigens in vaccines are weakened so that they don’t cause disease. 
However, they are strong enough to make the immune system produce antibodies that lead to immunity. In other words, a 
vaccine is a safer substitute for a child’s first exposure to a disease. The child gets protection without having to get sick. 
Through vaccination, children can develop immunity without suffering from the actual diseases that vaccines prevent. If an 
unvaccinated child is exposed to a disease germ, the child's body may not be strong enough to fight the disease. Before 
vaccines, many children died from diseases that vaccines now prevent, such as whooping cough, measles, and polio. Those 
same germs exist today, but because babies are protected by vaccines, we don’t see these diseases nearly as often. 
 

Disease  Pathogen/Cause   Prevention           Treatment 
 

Flu - p489 1 of 3 main types of         healthy diet/Sleep                    No cure  
influenza viruses           vaccines                  plenty of rest and fluids   
                     exercise/good hygiene             treat the symptoms 

 
Viral- p479       virus              healthy diet                   can’t be treated   
Infection                      exercise/sleep                or cured with    
              good hygiene                  antibiotics 
 
Cold - p488   hundreds of different             Same as above              stay home 24 hrs    
        viruses                                         OTC medicines    
                 plenty of rest and fluids    
   

Bacterial     bacteria                Same as above         antibiotics    
Infection  
-p497         
 
Strep  streptococcal bacteria              Same as above                antibiotics 
Throat                
-p491 
 

Pneumonia virus or bacteria                        Same as above                       bacterial pneumonia   
p491                                                              can be treated with    

      antibiotics    
 

Common Ways Pathogens Spread p.480 
 

 

1. Direct Contact with others  (Ex. Shaking Hands)        2.  Indirect contact with others 
 
3. Contact with contaminated food or water     4.  Contact with animals or insects 
 

Preventing the Spread of Disease/Pathogens p.481 
 
 

1. Handle and prepare food safely, Wipe counters thoroughly with clean sponge/cloth      
2. Don’t share eating/drinking utensils/hygiene items (toothbrushes, razors) 
3. Keep your environment clean 
5. Avoid touching mouth, nose, and eyes        
6. Wash hands often      Page 2 



Non-communicable Diseases – Chapter 19 
 

Non-Communicable Disease (Define p.508) diseases that cannot be spread from 
person to person 

 

Lifestyle/Behavioral Choices and Disease (Prevention) p.509 
 
 

1. Eat healthy balanced diet (Limit Saturated Fat)   2. Get sleep- 8.5 -9.1/4  hrs per night, even on weekends 
 
3. Get regular physical activity (60 minutes a day)    4. Manage stress 
 
5. Maintain a healthy weight         6. Avoid tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs (D.A.T.) 
 
Disease Causes    Prevention    Treatment 
  

Cancer group of abnormal cells avoid D.A.T.    surgery_________ 
p.513-515 that divide uncontrollably limit sun exposure___  *radiation therapy_ 

Malignant= Cancerous   be physically active__  chemotherapy____ 
Benign = Not Cancerous self examinations____     _______________ 

 
Heart  increases with  
Disease        age/heredity/gender/race         healthy lifestyle   angioplasty______ 
p.517-521 lifestyle behaviors_  choices____________ medications______ 

(D.A.T., Inactivity,  __________________ *pacemakers______ 
Diet (Saturated fat)  __________________ bypass surgery___ 
_________________  __________________ heart valve surgery 
 

Stroke  increases with  
p.519           age/heredity/gender/race          healthy lifestyle   Surgery by passing 

         lifestyle behaviors_  choices____________ or removing the 
(D.A.T., Inactivity,  __________________ blood clot     
Diet (Saturated fat)  __________________ Inserting a coil to 
Blocked blood Vessel to Brain _____________      prevent vessel rupture 

 

Diabetes p523-524 = disease that prevents body from converting food to energy 
 

Type 1 born with it ________  not preventable_____ weight management  
Diabetes body doesn’t ______  __________________ exercise__________ 

         produce insulin___  __________________ healthy diet______ 
_________________  ________________   inject insulin/medications 

 
Type 2 inactivity __________  healthy diet________ weight management  
Diabetes poor diet__________  exercise___________ exercise__________ 
           _________________  __________________ healthy diet______ 
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Heredity & Environment 

Chapter 17, Lesson 2 Vocabulary 

Heredity-   the passing of traits from parents to their children 

Communicable Diseases 

Chapter 18 

Pathogens --  disease-causing organisms, can only be seen through a microscope 

Infection --  a condition that occurs when pathogens enter the body, multiply, and cause harm 

Virus --  the smallest pathogens; cause of the common cold, flu 

Bacteria --  tiny, one-celled organisms that can be helpful or harmful 

Immunity --  your body’s ability to resist the germs that cause a particular disease 

Vaccine --  a preparation of dead or weakened pathogens that causes the immunes system to produce  antibodies 

Non-communicable Diseases 

Chapter 19 

Diabetes – disease that prevents the body from converting foot into energy 

Type I Diabetes -- a person with Diabetes Type 1 does not produce insulin and has to take insulin regularly in order to stay alive. 

 It is not preventable; it is in no way the result of a person's lifestyle. Whether a person is fat, thin, fit or unfit, makes no 

difference to his or her risk of developing Type 1.  

Diabetes Type 2 -- The body produces insulin, but insulin does not work as it should. Consequently, blood sugar levels rise, and 

the cells are not getting their required nutrients for energy and growth. The vast majority of patients who develop Type 2 did so 

because they were overweight and unfit, and had been overweight and unfit for some time.   

Cancer --  a disease characterized by the rapid and uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells 

Benign --  not cancerous 

Malignant --  cancerous 

Chemotherapy --  the use of powerful medicines to destroy cancer cells 

Stroke --  a serious condition that occurs when an artery of the brain breaks or becomes blocked 

Heart attack --  a condition in which blood flow to a part of the heart is greatly reduced or blocked 
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Controllable 
Controllable 
Uncontrollable 
Controllable 
Controllable 
Controllable 
Uncontrollable 
Controllable 
Uncontrollable 
Controllable 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Teacher _____________________  Name ____________________ Block _______________ Date ___________ 
 

Family History Homework Chart 

 
Parent /Guardian Signature ________________________Date _________  
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